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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON COMPENSATION AND L I A B I L I T Y  

LOSS AND LOSS E X P E N S E  RESERVES 

During the past  few years  considerable dissatisfaction has been expressed, 
publicly and privately, with regard to the Schedule P method of establish- 
ing and exhibit ing compensation and liability loss and loss expense reserves 
for  annual s ta tement  purposes. 

One source of such dissatisfaction is in the utilization of the Schedule P 
" remainder"  as a minimum reserve for  each of the three latest  policy years.  
A special section of this report  deals with the whole question of minimum 
reserves, with par t icular  reference to the appropriateness of the Schedule P 
method. 

Another important  source of dissatisfaction lies in the lack of information 
as to the consti tuent elements of the case est imate total. The scrutiny of 
an individual car r ie r ' s  annual s ta tement  does not indicate whether  provision 
has been made for  unreported claims and the amount  of such provision, 
whether  provision has been made for  outstanding loss expense and the 
amount of such provision, whether  a reserve for  undisclosed occupational 
disease claims has been included and the amount of such reserve, etc. The 
present  annual s ta tement  schedules are so unsat isfactory in this regard that  
certain carr iers  have themselves modified the method of exhibit ing loss and 
loss expense reserves. For  example, certain carr iers  set up separate  reserves 
for  loss expenses and deduct these amounts f rom the Schedule P "equity",  
if any. I t  is quite obvious f rom the foregoing br ief  discussion that  there is 
an almost u t ter  lack of uniformity  in t reatment ,  most  of which is directly 
at t r ibutable  to the deficiencies in the annual s ta tement  schedules themselves. 

Before proceeding with its report, the Committee is first recording the five 
fundamental  principles laid down by the previous Committee (Proceedings 
-Volume  XVI I ) ,  together  with the present  Committee 's  comments thereon. 

1. The loss reserve should be based solely upon claims (and medical) 
excluding loss expense. Comment:  The Committee is in entire agree- 
ment  with this principle. 

2. The loss reserve should be based upon individual est imates of outstand- 
ing claims (and sui ts) .  Comment:  The Committee is in agreement  
with this principle but would substi tute "individual est imates (or their  
equivalent)"  for  "individual est imates".  

3. A minimum reserve based upon a pure loss ratio check should be ap- 
plied for  losses under policies issued in the three latest policy years. 
Comment:  The Committee is in disagreement with this principle, 
part icularly in view of developments during the intervening years, as 
will be commented upon more fully subsequently in this report.  

4. A reserve for  a loss expense (both allocated and unalloeated), to be 
determined by formula,  should be set up on the "Liabil i t ies" page of 
the annual statement.  Comment:  The Committee is in agreement  with 
this principle, except for  the determination of such reserves by a 
single set of formulae applied to all carriers.  
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5. Schedules for showing the policy year average paid and incurred costs 
per accident and developments of policy year incurred losses by calendar 
year should be provided as a check upon the accuracy of reserves and 
to enable companies to determine loading factors to be applied to 
incurred or outstanding losses where experience indicates that such a 
course is necessary. Comment: The Committee is in agreement with 
this principle insofar as it relates to the development of incurred 
losses, as exemplified by the present Parts  5 and 5A of Schedule P. 

MINIMUM RESEEVES- SCHEDULE F 

The establishment of appropriate reserves for liability and workmen's 
compensation losses has been a major problem ever since the origin of these 
lines of business. During the early years, loss reserves estimated on a case 
basis were occasionally found to be under-estimated. In an effort to remedy 
this situation, certain standards were established which for the most part  
provided for setting up minimum reserves of a fixed percentage of earned 
premiums less losses and loss expenses paid for certain policy years. At the 
present time for each of the three latest policy years, the higher amount is 
taken as between the aggregate of case estimates and the amount remain- 
ing after deducting loss and loss expense payments from stipulated per- 
centages (60 per cent. for liability and 65 per cent. for compensation) of 
earned premiums. In other words, for reserve purposes, minimum combined 
loss and loss expense ratios are assumed for each of the three latest policy 
years for the respective lines. 

The members of the Society are familiar with the criticism leveled at the 
Schedule P method of establishing minimum reserves. Much of this criticism 
deals with the appropriateness of the premium base, i.e., the inadequacy 
of the assumed loss ratio due to: deviations from standard rates, retro- 
spective rating, Massachusetts compulsory coverage, inadequate deposit 
premiums, etc. There is an inherent difficulty in satisfactorily defining a 
"standard" premium for minimum reserve purposes, not to mention the 
expense and time delay of compiling such standard premiums if a satis- 
factory definition could be found. This difficulty will undoubtedly increase in 
the future, particularly with the growth of "all-inclusive" policies. In fact, 
certain carriers are already writing automobile insurance with a single 
premium for both bodily injury and property damage coverages, so that  
the problem is no longer academic. The Committee believes that  even at the 
present time it is impossible to utilize a premium base satisfactorily. 

Another factor which deserves mention is the fact that the present 
Schedule P method gives distorted loss ratio and earnings results. A cur- 
rently bad underwriting situation can be completely counteracted by a re- 
serve release from a prior and favorable loss ratio year. This objection is 
not peculiar to the present Schedule P method but is inherent under any 
minimum reserve requirements. 

I t  seems to the Committee that the intended purposes of minimum re- 
serves should be fundamentally re-examined. Undoubtedly the chief purpose 
of minimum reserves is to guarantee adequate reserves. After  careful study, 
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the Committee has concluded that this purpose cannot be met by the present 
Schedule P method or any other formula method for etsablishing minimum 
reserves. In actual practice, it is believed that the present Schedule P method 
has not succeeded in preventing or reducing losses to policyholders when 
carriers have become insolvent. The loss elements which make for insol- 
vency are the same elements which make a minimum reserve method in- 
operative. The only positlve accomplishment of the present Schdule P 
method appears to be to penalize the surplus of companies having better 
than average loss ratios. 

The Committee has given considerable thought to the question of mini- 
mum reserves and has reached the conclusion that  the problem is really one 
of reasonably adequate reserves and that formula methods are not a solu- 
tion. The Committee believes that appropriate statistical indications pro- 
vide a better approach to the problem. 

COMPENSATION LOSS RESERVES 

Recently a suggestion has been advanced for building a minimum reserve 
by applying standard table values to the aggregate weekly indemnity and 
numbers of cases of outstanding losses grouped according to elapsed dura- 
tion. (Proceedings-Volume XXXIII . )  In this article there is pointed out the 
weakness of the present Schedule P loss ratio basis of establishing minimum 
reserves in a period when the graduation of expenses by size of risk is as- 
suming greater importance. Obviously, a basis of minimum reserves which 
is independent of premium would avoid this difficulty. 

The Committee has given careful consideration to this plan from the 
standpoint of reasonably adequate rather than minimum reserves. The con- 
clusion was reached that since the effective field for the operation of the 
standard reserve table method narrows down to a small fraction of the 
total liability for unpaid losses, the additional work involved in imposing 
an additional reserve system would not be justified. 

In the course of its deliberations, the Committee became convinced of the 
possibility of reasonably determining the aggregate reserve for known 
cases based on the individual circumstances of each case. The necessity and 
importance of assigning and maintaining a proper estimate of total cost to 
each individual compensation case prior to its termination is kept constantly 
before the carriers because of the demands for such data for unit reports, 
experience rating, retrospective rating, contingent commission arrange- 
ments, agency and branch office records and risk underwriting records. 

Since the liability for outstanding losses on known cases represents the 
bulk of any estimate of the aggregate liability for unpaid compensation 
losses and if, as the Committee believes, the outstanding losses on known 
cases can be determined with reasonable accuracy, this provides a good 
foundation upon which to build the complete loss reserve. There, of course, 
must be added to the reserve for known cases, supplementary reserves for 
less definite liabilities, such as reserves for incurred but not reported cases, 
reopened cases, adverse developments, and occupational disease accrued 
liability. In the establishment of these supplementary reserves, each carrier 
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must be guided by its own experience, because of marked differences in 
claim administration practice. 

After  the aggregate reserve has been established on the foregoing basis, 
there remains the question of a reasonable test of adequacy. While the 
method of averages per reported claim is undoubtedly useful for  an individ- 
ual company, the Committee discarded it for standard test purposes since 
counts are not uniformly made by all carriers and difficulty would probably 
be experienced in completing the count at an early date. Moreover, changes 
in coverage and in claim administration may from time to time influence 
the definition and cost of a reported claim. 

In its search for a more dependable test of adequacy, the Committee 
selected the rate of payment of compensation losses (indemnity and medi- 
cal combined) as a satisfactory yardstick with relatively few statistical 
disadvantages. The rate of payment of compensation losses is largely 
dictated by statute and the desire of carriers to discharge their obligations 
promptly. The consistency in the rate of compensation loss payments may 
be coupled with the stability of the successive valuations of accident year 
incurred losses, as presently displayed in Schedule P. Par t  5A, to provide 
a simple reserve test. I t  is believed that an exhibit which shows the per- 
centage of incurred losses (latest valuation) which has been paid at annual 
intervals for each of several recent accident years will furnish a satisfactory 
means of testing the adequacy of current reserves. 

Barring unusual circumstances, the ratio of paid to incurred for any acci- 
dent year should bear a close resemblance to the corresponding ratio for 
previous years at a similar stage of development, providing the incurred 
losses include reserves for outstanding losses which have been consistently 
estimated. In those instances where a material variation is noted, a satis- 
factory explanation should be found for the departure or else the inference 
is that  the difference has resulted from a change in the degree of adequacy 
of the outstanding losses included in the incurred losses. 

Exhibit  A is a modification of the present Schedule P, Par ts  5 and 5A, 
embodying an exhibit of accumulated paid losses by accident year at suc- 
cessive year-ends. Provision is included for showing the ratio of the com- 
pensation paid amounts to the amount of incurred losses as of the latest 
December 31, the statement date. The outstanding losses as of statement 
date are also displayed by accident year. The total of this column will agree 
with the amount shown on the liabilities page of the annual statement. The 
right-hand section of Exhibit A is composed of data essentially the same 
as that now required by Schedule P, Parts  5 and 5A, except that the analysis 
by policy year of the present schedule has been omitted as no longer 
essential. 

Summarizing the Committee's recommendations as respects the reserves 
for compensation losses, it is advocated that the loss reserve be composed 
of the aggregate of individual estimates of known cases plus the supple- 
mentary reserves to which reference has been previously made. The intro- 
duction of a schedule similar to Exhibit A as a part  of the annual statement 
requirements will provide a statistical signal indicating any marked varia- 
tion from previous experience trends. 
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AUTOMOBILE BODILY INJURY LIABILITY LOSS RESERVES 
AS with compensation, the Committee believes tha t  it  is possible to deter-  

mine reasonably the aggregate  reserve for  known cases based on the indi- 
vidual circumstances of each case. Here, also, it is necessary and important  
to assign and mainta in  a proper  est imate of total  cost to each individual 
case because of the demands for  such data for  internal  and external  s tat is-  
tical compilations. With  the addit ion of supplementary reserves, such as 
reserves for  incurred but  not reported cases, reopened cases, and adverse 
developments, there remains the question of a reasonable test  of adequacy 
of the aggregate  reserve thereby produced. 

In i ts search for  a dependable test  of adequacy, the Committee was forced 
to recognize tha t  for  theoretical  reasons, a relatively simple test  s imilar  to 
tha t  devised for  compensation, even with the uti l ization of the number of 
notices, would not be sound. Unlike compensation, in automobile l iabi l i ty  
insurance, the ra te  of payment  is not dictated by s ta tu te ;  ra ther ,  business 
judgment  dictates var ia t ions  in the ra te  at  which cases are settled. Secondly, 
and at  t imes of even grea te r  importance, inflat ionary t rends result  in h igher  
average costs per  case by sett lement date. While the Committee believes 
tha t  individual  ca r r ie rs  should be encouraged to mainta in  thei r  own stat is-  
t ical  controls on ra te  of l iquidation and average cost per  case and to utilize 
them fully in establ ishing adequate reserves on individual cases, it  does not 
believe tha t  it  is feasible to devise a test  based thereon for  uniform appli- 
cation to all carr iers .  

The Committee accordingly concluded tha t  the same form of repor t ing 
as is being recommended for  workmen's  compensation (Exhibi t  A) should 
be recommended for  automobile l iabi l i ty  reserves, with the omission of the 
ra t ios  of the paid amounts to incurred losses. 

BODILY INJURY LIABILITY OTHER THAN AUTOMOBILE RESERVES 
With regard  to l iabi l i ty  other than automobile, the problem is "even more 

difficult than automobile l iabi l i ty  since the business wri t ten by various 
car r ie rs  is not sufficiently homogeneous to permit  generalizations.  Moreover, 
changes in the dis t r ibut ion of business by coverage within a car r ie r  from 
one year  to the next can easily render  ineffective any s ta t is t ica l  tests which 
might  be devised. 

The Committee merely directs  at tention to the circumstance that  while the 
problem of evaluat ing a reserve established by a car r ie r  for  the l iabi l i ty  
other than automobile lines is a difficult one, i ts importance is considerably 
less than that  of compensation and automobile. Except for  a limited number 
of specialty carr iers ,  the reserve for  l iabi l i ty  other than automobile will be, 
in general,  a relat ively small par t  of the total  reserve for  all lines. 

The Committee accordingly recommends tha t  the same procedure be fol- 
lowed as with automobile l iabi l i ty  and that  the results  be s imilar ly  exhibited 
in Exhib i t  A. 

LOSS EXPENSE RESERVES 
The present  Committee agrees with its predecessor tha t  separate  reserves 

for  compensation and l iabi l i ty  loss ad jus tment  expense wouM be set up on 
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the liabilities page of the annual statement, but does not feel that  any uni- 
form formula would produce reasonable and adequate results for all com- 
panies. The Committee recommends, rather, that  companies be permitted 
to establish these reserves by their own methods. There seem to be no 
particularly impelling reasons why loss adjustment expense reserves on 
liability and compensation should be singled out and given different treat- 
ment from that  accorded similar reserves for the other lines of business. 

There is far  too much variation between companies as to loss adjustment 
costs to warrant  a uniform formula. Reference to the Casualty Insurance 
Expense Exhibit  reveals that for the year 1947 the ratio of "claim expenses" 
incurred to premiums earned varied from 6.5% to 14.5% for automobile 
liability and from 2.8% to 12.3°,/o for workmen's compensation, as between 
individual companies writ ing at least $1,000,000 of premiums in each case. 
Nor is this the result of wide variation in loss experience for these same 
figures converted to percentages of losses incurred show a variation from 
13.5% to 27.3% for  automobile liability and from 4.6% to 22.1% for  work- 
men's compensation, 

The Committee believes that reserves for  loss adjustment expense should 
be set up on the basis of a company's own experience and judgment. As 
with other lines of insurance, the Committee feels that  a check of the 
method followed in arriving at such reserves is properly the concern of 
periodical Insurance Department examination. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based for the most part upon the foregoing, the Committee's recommen- 
dations are as follows: 

1. Separate reserves for losses and loss expenses should be carried for 
compensation, automobile bodily injury liability, and bodily injury 
liability other than automobile, respectively. 

2. The reserve for compensation, automobile bodily injury liability, and 
bodily injury liability other than automobile losses, respectively, 
should be shown in the same detail as for other lines, i.e., broken down 
as between reported and unreported with a further indication on 
compensation as to how much of the unreported reserve consists of a 
reserve for undisclosed occupational disease claims. 

3. The reserve for losses should be based upon individual estimates of 
claims (and suits) or their equivalent. 

4. The reserve for loss expense (allocated and unallocated) should be 
based upon the anticipated expense of the individual carrier. 

5. The present Schedule 0 should be expanded by the addition of lines 
for compensation, automobile bodily injury liability and bodily injury 
liability other than automobile, respectively. 

6. Except for Parts 5 and 5A, which would be continued in revised form 
as the proposed Exhibit A, the present Schedule P should be dis- 
continued. 
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With the probability that major  changes in the annual statement blank 
may occur in the near future as a result of the proposed new blank for fire 
and casualty companies, or as a result of studies now in progress by the 
Committee on Uniform Accounting of the National Association of Insurance 
Commissioners, the Committee believes that the present time is particularly 
appropriate to consider the subject matter  of this report. I t  is quite obvious 
that the blank may be greatly simplified if the determination of loss ad- 
justment expense (in total or by line of insurance) is deferred for inclu- 
sion with the subsequently filed Insurance Expense Exhibit. 

The point may be raised, as it was when the previous Committee reported, 
that  the proposed changes are not in conformity with the present loss re- 
serve requirements embodied in the statutes of certain states. Here, the 
present Committee can only reiterate what the previous Committee stated, 
that  is, that  it "feels that  its problem is to determine proper reserve bases 
regardless of existing statutes". 
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